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Units 

The GTI-EC software uses metric units. The following table can be used when converting data: 

Unit Conversion 
Imperial Gallon 4.54 Litres 
US Gallon 3.785 Litres 
Foot 0.3048 Meter or 304.8 mm 
Inch 25.4 mm 
Inch/Hour 25.4 mm/Hour 
Ft3/Minute 28.3 Litres/Minute 
Bar 100 kPa or 14.5 PSI 

Table 1 

 

Signs used in the manual 

The manual uses the following signs to highlight particular situations: 

Symbol Description 

 Feature unique to the Trident 3-wire system 

 Feature unique to the Gemini 2-wire system 

ECP Feature or chapter unique to the GTI EC Pro edition 

ECL Feature or chapter unique to the GTI EC Lite edition 

 

Indicates a feature that requires internet access and only available when 
the system: 

 Is connected to the internet, and… 
 Has the emailing feature enabled in the GTI-EC software 

ECL. Must also have the emailing option unlocked 

 
It is recommended to read text marked with this icon 

 
Sections marked with this sign MUST be read carefully. 

 
Follow the steps next to the road sign to locate the described option 
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Updating and unlocking the software 

The system is typically supplied already unlocked. However, when the tablet is switched on, you will 
need to unlock again when: 

 Attaching a controller with a different serial number. i.e. a replacement due to damage 
 Upgrading to a new software version, except for maintenance updates. A version number has 

the format Vx.ym, where m is the maintenance version. For example, GTI-EC V2.34 is the 
fourth maintenance update of version V2.30. Maintenance updates are typically issued to 
rectify problems or add minor new features. There are also special features available that can 
be unlocked as and when required. However, these unlocks always keep the main software 
accessible and ready to irrigate. 

Updating the software 

The software can be updated using one of the following options: 

 A Bailoy technician can update the software by remote access provided the EC system, is or 
can be, connected to the internet. This procedure only takes a few minutes and typically, there 
would be no need for the user to be present once the Tablet is connected to the internet 

 If no internet is available, Bailoy can supply a memory stick with the update and you will need 
to do the following: 

1. Ensure the GTI-EC software is running 
2. Remove the USB<>serial adapter (SPA) from the USB slot 
3. Insert the memory stick. The software automatically starts the update process 
4. The software will automatically restart once the update process is complete 
5. Remove the memory stick 
6. Re-insert the USB<>serial adapter (SPA), and follow the onscreen instructions 

 
Figure 1 

See the Hardware Guide GTI-PM-012 for more information about the individual items in 
Figure 1. 

 

If you are upgrading from the GTI-EC Lite to GTI-EC Pro, the database must be 
updated to accommodate the additional data required to run the Pro edition. 
Contact Bailoy Support for further information 
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Unlocking the software 

A screen will guide you through 5 screens to complete the unlock procedure: 

Page Description 

1 Select the language. It can be changed again when the unlock process is complete. See 
Preferences on page 14 

2 Tap the Detect hardware button. The software will try to communicate with the controller. The 
controller serial number is displayed when successful (Otherwise tap the Detect hardware 
button again). Tap the Next step > button 

3 Tap the Unlock Professional edition or Unlock Lite edition button. Tap the Next step > button 

4 This page displays the Unlock Request Key (URK). It has the following format: 
CCCCCC – VVV – FF – NNNNNNNNNN 

Where: 

 CCCCCC is the controller serial number 
 VVV is the software version number 
 FF is the selected feature 
 NNNNNNNNNN is a checksum value ensuring that the data is entered correctly once 

received by Bailoy 
Send your name and address details, together with the URK, to Bailoy. See the Bailoy chapter 
on page 24 for contact details 
Wait for Bailoy to return the Unlock Key, before tapping the Next step > button 

5 The final screen requires 3 steps: 
1. Tap the Enter the Unlock Key button to display a keyboard 
2. Use the keyboard to enter the 10-digit code and tap the OK button to dismiss the 

keyboard. If the incorrect code is entered a warning message is displayed and the Key 
can be corrected 

3. Tap the Finish button to complete the unlock procedure 

Please refer to The Upgrade manager chapter on page 20 to learn about upgrading following the initial 
unlock procedure. 
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Preparation 

Ensure you read the Station identification topic before commencing the configuration. Start entering 
the Database by working your way down the blue buttons found in the Configuration screen. 

Bailoy offer a Database configuration service. Contact us for details 

 

Restrict the use of capitals to the first character of a word. GTI EC converts entire words to 
capitals to draw the user's attention. The GTI-EC software will automatically rectify incorrect 
text entries. 

Please note that the software will re-organise the entire database when it detects that the data entry 
can be improved (See Checking the database on page 24). This also ensures the database is easier and 
quicker to maintain by you or your irrigation technician. 

 

Station identification 

Please read this topic carefully before configuring the database. One of main design goals of GTI 
systems, is to remove the need to identify stations by controller, CSG and decoder number. This 
method is used by most stand-alone irrigation controllers and has the following disadvantages: 

 It requires a learning cycle to get acquainted with the controller hardware 

 Users must spend time memorising codes, because CSG and decoder numbers do not 
associate with a particular area on the golf course 

 It is decoder number dependent. All users must be informed when a decoder number has 
been changed or added to the system 

GTI introduces the method of identifying each decoder station by name. It makes new users feel 
instantly at home as they only see what they already know. 

A station name is not a straightforward description of the station but is constructed to follow a natural 
way of thinking. When somebody is asked to manually irrigate a dry area then that person needs to 
know four pieces of information: 

1. The course name. Examples are West Course, Practice Areas 
2. The hole name. Examples are Hole 2, Putting 
3. A general description of the area, which is called a station type. Examples are Green, Tee, 

Driving Range, etc. 
4. A location name. This is used to point to a section within the area. Examples are Back, Front 

left, etc. 

Each individual piece of information narrows the selection but combined they point to one particular 
area. This approach is applied to construct the station names: 

 West Course, Hole 2. Front left Green 
 West Course, Hole 2. Back Tee 

It is easy to detect the 4 individual pieces in the above example station names. The wording for each 
of the 4 pieces must be carefully selected to avoid confusing station names. Table 2 summarises the 
station name format, the second row shows references to Table 3: 

Course name, Hole name. Location Station type 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 

Table 2 

The first phase is to divide the entire project in a logical way that suits the construction of the station 
names: 
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Step Action 
1 Course name 

The project can be divided into a maximum of 4 courses. Don't necessarily take the 
word 'Course' literally. Although it normally defines a 9 or 18 hole golf course, it can 
be used to describe other distinct parts of the project like Nurseries, Practice Areas, 
etc. A course name is limited to 10 characters. Arrange the courses in descending 
order of importance. 

2 Hole name 
In turn, each course is divided into a maximum of 22 sub-areas. If the course is used 
to configure a standard 9 or 18 hole course: 

The first 9 or 18 sub-areas describe the actual holes. Typically the names 'Hole 
1' to 'Hole 18' are assigned to the first 18 sub-areas. The sub-areas must be 
sorted in sequence from Hole 1 to Hole 18. The remaining sub-areas can be 
configured to include other parts that logically belong to the course. A Practice 
Green is a prime candidate, but be careful with the wording to avoid 
duplication in the final station name: 

 West Course, Practice Green. Front left Green. It is better to rename 
'Practice Green' to 'Practice Areas' and later introduce a station type 
'Practice Green'. 

 West Course, Practice Areas. Front left Practice Green. This is much 
more acceptable. 

Areas other than a standard 9 or 18 hole course: 
 'Hole' can be used to describe an area that is not normally associated 

with a golf course. Arrange these additional sub-areas in descending 
order of importance. 

Hole names are limited to 10 characters. 
3 Station type 

Define a maximum of 9 station types, like Green, Tee, Fairway, etc. Ensure the types 
cover all the stations. Allocate each station in the project a station type. A station type 
is limited to 10 characters. Arrange the station types in descending order of 
importance. Do not include a station type that is used to indicate an unused station. 

4 Location 
Allocate each decoder station to a hole or sub-area. A maximum of 64 stations can be 
assigned to one hole. Stations controlled from different CSGs can be part of one hole 
or sub-area. 
Give each station a location name. Each station has already been given a station type, 
therefore the name must only describe the area of the station covered by the station 
type. Some suggestions are: 

 For Green stations: 
Front left, Back left, Back right and Front right. 

 For Tee stations: 
Professional and Ladies. For a hole with a single Tee use 'Complete'. 

 For Fairway stations: 
Many adopt a scheme like '1 of 7', '2 of 7' (Assuming this Fairway has 7 
stations), etc. 

Stations have to be arranged from Tee to Green as shown in the following picture: 
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Step Action 

 
Figure 2 

Always imagine to be standing on the Back Tee. Start numbering from this position: 
 The Tees are given Sequence Numbers 2, 4 and 6 
 The Fairway is given Sequence Numbers 8 to 22. Some stations are the same 

distance away from the Back Tee. In this case number these stations from left 
to right 

 This Hole has only 1 approach station, station Sequence number 24 
 The Green is always numbered from the Front Left going clockwise. Sequence 

numbers 26 to 32. 
It is crucial to the operation of GTI EC to have the stations in the correct sequence. 
The station location name is limited to 10 characters. The Hole data entry sheets will 
help to easily establish the correct sequence (And therefore give it the correct 
Sequence Number). 

Table 3 

 

The configuration screen 

The main configuration screen looks similar to this one: 

 
Figure 3 
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The screen in figure 3 may be shown after logging in (Because the system contains insufficient data or 
the database needs to be checked, see Checking the database on page 24), otherwise it can be 
accessed as follows: 

1 Tap the blue coloured More options button on the main screen 
2 Tap the khaki coloured Configuration button to display the screen Figure 3. Access is only granted 

when logged in as the Administrator 
3 

ECL 
The Email reports button is only available when the emailing option has been 
unlocked 

4 ECP The Hydraulic configuration button is only available for GTI-EC Pro systems 
5  The Decoder analyser button is only available on a Gemini controller 

 

 

Course names 

GTI-EC is designed to work with a maximum of 4 courses. Some examples are: 

 West Course 
 Pract Area 
 Nursery 

 

Enter the course names in your order of importance, from most to least important. 

Course names cannot be longer than 10 characters. 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Course names button 

 

 

Hole names 

Each course has a maximum of 22 holes. Although a course has only 18 holes, the remaining four 
positions can be used to add areas that logically belong to the course. For example Driving Range, 
Flower beds, etc. 

All the 22-hole names of one course must be different. It is not required to rename the unused holes, 
they will be eliminated from the configuration once the full set of data has been entered. 

Select a course from the Course list to alter or view the hole names of a specific course. The Hole 
names area fills with the related hole names. When done, continue with selecting another course or 
tap OK to close the screen. 

Hole names cannot be longer than 10 characters. 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Hole names button 
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Station types 

This screen is used to define the station types. Enter station types such as Green, Tee, Approach, Pract 
Grn, Pract Tee, Drv Range, etc. Don't use plurals. Nine different types can be entered. 

 

Enter the station types in your order of importance, from most to least 
important. This will help GTI-EC to prioritise stations correctly. 

Do not enter a station type that refers to a blank station. The type Blank, is already present and refers 
to a station that is not used by GTI-EC nor will it show anywhere in the completed database. 

Station types cannot be longer than 10 characters. 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Station types button 

 

 

Hydraulic configuration 
 

GTI-EC is designed to irrigate within set hydraulic limits. It is easy to imagine that too many valves 
open at any one time causes the water pressure to drop. This results in inadequate coverage of the 
areas being irrigated and the amount of water put down is below expectation. There are two ways to 
avoid this situation: 

The entire pipe network is divided into a maximum of 30 sections. For each section, called a hydraulic 
zone, the maximum permitted flow is entered. Later in the configuration, each new station must be 
allocated to one of the 30 hydraulic zones. Each hydraulic zone is assigned a maximum flow, in 
Litres/Minute, which GTI-EC will never exceed. 
Another limitation is the total pump output (In Litres/Minute), GTI-EC will never exceed the total pump 
capacity. 
The present version makes use of the following simplified model: 

 

The pump station (P) 
supplies a maximum of 30 
hydraulic zones (HZ01 to 
HZ30) 

Figure 4 

Pump capacity 

This is the maximum allowed flow out of the pump station. The flow rate of each individual pump can 
be obtained from the manufacturer's performance graphs. The rate typically depends on the required 
system pressure, the suction length and lift, etc. Exclude the capacity of any standby pumps. 

Hydraulic zone capacities 

Enter the maximum permitted flow for each hydraulic zone. The minimum capacity of each 
participating hydraulic zone must be equal to or higher than the flow value of any station located in 
the zone. 
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You are advised to enter the true capacity of each zone, even when this is higher than the pump 
capacity.  

 

 

If, or when, the system gets replaced, the pump technician only needs to change the 
pump capacity. This specialist may not have the required understanding to change the 
flows permitted in each hydraulic zone, which will lead to an underperforming control 
system. 

 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Hydraulic configuration button 

 

 

Station configuration 

Introduction 

The stations need to be entered “per hole”, just as they were entered on the hole sheets in the data 
collection pack provided by Bailoy (TF006 or TF008). 

Failure to follow the design guidelines will cause the GTI-EC software to re-organise the database to 
make future alterations/additions easier and quicker. This also helps to prevent users from creating 
potential problems when they need to make alterations to the configuration sometime in the future: 

 This method makes It much easier to find stations in the configuration. If you wish to find the 
station by decoder number, then tap the Decoders button in the Station Configuration screen. 
If the system reported the decoder faulty then look closer at the given details next time. You 
also find the CSG and decoder number. 

 

If the database is re-organised. The following data will be lost: 
 Entries in the Operational Logbook related to station errors 
 All entries in the Diagnostic logbook 

Entering the station data 

Use the  and  navigation buttons to select the correct CSG number and the desired Station 
number. 

Station type 
Select the station type from this list. Note that GTI-EC uses 10 different station types, of which 9 are 
user defined. The 10th type is predefined by the system as Blank. Select a type other than Blank to be 
able to enter the data for the station. Refer to the Station types section (See page 10) if you want to 
change the station type names. 

Location 
Enter the location name of the station. This typically describes the section of a particular station type 
covered by the sprinkler head(s) operated by the station. For Ladies Tee Hole 1, simply enter Ladies. 
For the back right of Green 2 enter Back right, etc. Please do not enter the station type (Green, Tee, 
etc.) here. Restrict the use of capitals. 

Course 
Use this list to select the course. Refer to the Course names section (See page 9) if you wish to change 
the course names. 
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Hole 
Use this list to select the hole name. Refer to the Hole names section (See page 9) if you wish to change 
the hole names. 

Sequence number 
The sequence number is used to describe the theoretical irrigation sequence of the hole. It typically 
outlines the sequence from the Back Tee to the far end of the Green. See the Station configuration 
section on page 11. 

 Irrigation priority 
The Irrigation Priority can be used by GTI-EC to calculate the station sequence of an irrigation program. 
It is set to 1 for the highest and 255 for the lowest priority, where stations with the highest priority 
get watered first. Sample values are: 

Station type Priority 

Greens 25 

Approaches 50 

Tees 75 

Fairways 100 

Table 4 

You need to fine-tune the priority for each station type in order for the feature to be effective. For 
example, use slightly lower values for the first holes and slightly higher ones for the last holes for each 
station type. This results in the greens being irrigated before approaches, approaches before tees, etc. 
with a bias towards irrigation from Hole 1 to 18 when the Station priority irrigation sequence is 
selected. 

 Hydraulics section 
 Zone 

Enter the hydraulic zone number (See Figure 4 on page 10) 
 Flow 

The total water consumption of all sprinkler heads controlled by this station. The unit is 
Litre/Minute. 

 Application rate 
See Appendix A. Application rate formulae on page 25. The unit is mm/Hour. 

Decoder number 
This value must correspond to the decoder number operating the selected station. Each station 
controlled from the same CSG must have a different decoder number. The valid decoder numbers are: 

System Available decoder numbers Total available decoder 
numbers per CSG 

Gemini 

1 … 95 
101 … 102 
104 … 110 
113 … 117 

109 

Trident 
1 … 110 

114 … 117 114 

Table 5 

Don’t confuse station and decoder numbers. There is a perception among some users and technicians 
that the decoder number must equal the station number for each station. This is not required and will 
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only result in a difficult to configure and navigate database configuration, unless the decoder numbers 
have been used sequentially on the course from Tee 1 towards Green 18. 
 

 
Load factor 

This factor expresses the electrical load of the station. Normally the value is set to 1, double-valved 
stations may be set to 2 (Because two solenoids are connected to this station). The maximum load per 
CSG is 4. 

This feature is typically used to overcome cable volt-drop problems. Stations far away from the 
controller, or connected using small gauge wire, may be difficult to operate when 2 or more stations 
are selected. 

When a problematic station has its electrical Load factor set to 4, GTI-EC will not allow any other 
stations in the same CSG to run simultaneously with this station. 
However, there is another factor to consider. The system cannot water other stations connected to 
the same CSG while this problematic station is being irrigated. Therefore, it may extend the duration 
of irrigation programs. 

Load 
factor 

Maximum number of stations that can 
operate simultaneously in the CSG Notes 

1 4 
Provided at least another 3 
stations have the load factor set 
to 1 

2 2 Provided 1 of the other stations 
has the load factor set to 1 or 2 

3 2 Provided 1 of the stations has the 
load factor set to 1 

4 1  
 

Decoder type  
The Gemini system can operate 2 different decoder types: 

1. Gemini. GTI EC can irrigate 4 stations per control cable (CSG) simultaneously when used in 
conjunction with GTI PC or GTI EC 

2. Low Performance Decoder (LPD). There are 2 sub categories: 
o All Watermation 2-wire decoder versions. These decoders are only suitable to irrigate 

one station per control cable (CSG) simultaneously 
o Decoders produced by third-parties. These companies claim that their decoders are 

Watermation compatible. They are just that and as such, only able to operate one 
station per CSG. However, Bailoy highly recommends that these LPDs are replaced 
with genuine Gemini decoders as soon as possible, because they degrade the system 
performance and compromise quality 

On each control cable (CSG) the Gemini system performance is as follows: 
o Four stations using genuine Gemini decoders can irrigate simultaneously, or… 
o Only one station with a LPD decoder can irrigate, or… 
o Up to three stations using genuine Gemini decoders can irrigate simultaneously plus 

one station with a LPD decoder 

Check if the listed decoder type is incorrect  
Tick this option when the displayed decoder type is incorrect. 
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Emailing the list of stations  

A printed copy of the Station configuration can be emailed, see the Emailing reports section on page 
24. 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Station configuration button 

 

 

Preferences 

The Preferences screen contains the following tabs: 

Tab Description 
General This screen is divided into 4 sections: 

1. Site name: 
Enter the name of the site or the name of the company who owns the system 

2. Application: 
o Golf course. GTI-EC will refer to Course and Hole throughout the 

software. 
o Landscape. GTI-EC will refer to: 

 Sites instead of courses 
 Sectors instead of holes 

3. Irrigation Schedule: 
o Select the Length of the schedule. This can be either 7 or 14 days. 
o Start date of the 7 or 14-day irrigation schedule. 

The Irrigation Schedule must be empty to change the above details. 
4. Use the 12-hour clock format: 

GTI-EC will use 11:23AM format: 
o 10:34 will be replaced with 10:34AM 
o 21:14 will be replaced with 9:14PM 

5. Relax rules station location entries: 
Relaxed rules allow capitals in the entered words. 
It is recommended to leave this option clear in order to comply with the rules 
explained in this manual. Words in capitals cannot be emphasised by the 
software to draw your attention. 

Pump 1. Prime time: 
Set the prime time to a value other than 0 for non-pressurised systems. It must 
be set to the time required by the pumps to pressurise the system. 

2. ECP Enable pump ramping: 
Tick this option to slowly increase the flow out of the pump station during the 
start of a scheduled irrigation program. In the first minute GTI attempts to 
restrict the flow to a maximum of 20% of the total pump capacity. During the 
following minutes the flow is increased in 20% steps until the full pump 
capacity is being used. Note that ramping is not used by a program scheduled 
using a Step Sequence, but it can be simulated by keeping the number of 
stations irrigating in the first steps low 
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Tab Description 
Inputs The controller has 3 inputs: 

1. Rain switch: 
When enabled, the scheduled irrigation program will only run when the rain 
switch has the electrical contact closed. A closed contact indicates a dry 
weather condition. 

2. Alarm input 1: 
Check the Enable alarm option when the Alarm input 1 of the controller is 
connected. Use the Name field to give the alarm an appropriate name (Like 
Low pressure). Irrigation programs will be stopped (Or prevented from 
starting) when the Stop the irrigation program when the alarm is raised 
option is ticked. 

3. Alarm input 2: 
Check the Enable alarm option when the Alarm input 2 of the controller is 
connected. Use the Name field to give the alarm an appropriate name (Like 
Low pressure). Irrigation programs will be stopped (Or prevented from 
starting) when the Stop the irrigation program when the alarm is raised 
option is ticked. 

Access The GTI-EC software provides 2 levels of access to the user (See the User Manual), 
Daily tasks and Administrator. 
Both codes must be 4 digits long and cannot be identical. 

AUTO- 
Diagnostic 
Cycle 

ECP Tick the Include the AUTO-Diagnostic cycle by default option to include this 
feature by default when a new irrigation program is scheduled. However, it is still 
possible to remove the cycle during the scheduling. 

AUTO-Diagnostic pause time 
Some pump systems may not be able to cope when stations are irrigating briefly in 
quick succession. It tends to occur when a small pump system is used in conjunction 
with slow-closing valve-in-head sprinklers or valves. 

Email ECP All EC systems. 

ECL Provided the email option has been unlocked. 

This option can only be used when GTI-EC is connected to the internet. If GTI-EC is not 
connected to the internet, then you must select None in the Your email account 
section. 
GTI-EC is preconfigured to use either a Hotmail (Only for users who already have a 
Hotmail account), Gmail, Yahoo or Outlook account. 
If you do not have an email account, then you need to create one on another device 
first. Open your internet browser and enter one of the following pages: 

Provider Website 

Outlook and Hotmail login.live.com 

Yahoo www.yahoo.com 

Google www.google.com 

Table 6 
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Tab Description 
 Take note of the chosen email address and password (Be careful, a password is case 

sensitive). 
Once an email account has been setup: 

 Select your email provider in the Your email account section 
 Enter your email address in the Email address field 
 Enter the password in the Password field 

Tap the Send a test email button to send an email to your account. The Email Inbox on 
your computer will receive an email with Email sent from your GTI-EC system as the 
subject. The email is typically received within 1 minute. 
Check the Send database backup to Bailoy option to send a copy of the database for 
safekeeping to Bailoy. The copy is sent at the end of a successful database check 
procedure (See page 24), provided that the system was not operational when the 
Check Database screen was opened. An entry, with reference 108 (Database sent to 
Bailoy), is added to the Operational Logbook. You can also check the Sent items in your 
email client to see when a copy of the database has been sent 

Reports This option is only available when the GTI-EC is configured to send emails (See above). 
Enable this option when you wish to receive an email when a running irrigation 
program records stations errors: 

1. Send the email on completion of the program. The email will be sent on 
completion of the program provided station errors have been recorded. 

2. Send the email as soon as a minimum number of errors is recorded. Select 
this option when you want to receive an email as soon as the requested 
number of station errors has been recorded. You need to tick the Include 
AUTO-Diagnostic errors option if you wish to include these in the Minimum 
number of errors before an email is sent. 

Include AUTO-Diagnostic errors option: 
1. Tick this option to list AUTO-Diagnostic errors in the report. If this option is 

ticked, it also counts towards the Minimum number of errors before an email 
is sent. 

Installer You can enter the details of your installer on this screen. 
This data can be quickly accessed, together with other essential system information, 
by tapping the Bailoy logo located on the main screen. 

Language 
Use the  and  navigation buttons to select the desired language. Tap the  
button to select the language. The software will restart after confirming the language 
selection. 
Note that this tab is only available when suitable files for languages other than English 
have been detected. 

 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Preferences button 
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Step sequences 

What is a step sequence? 

A step sequence is a means to instruct the controller to water a selected irrigation program in exactly 
the order the user wishes to water. This is done by assigning stations to discrete steps, where all 
stations found in one step get irrigated before the controller advances to the next step. 

A step sequence contains between 1 and 112 steps. The following basic rules apply: 

1. A step can contain a maximum of 4 stations belonging to the same CSG. Consequently, a 
system using a 4 CSG controller, could contain a maximum of 16 stations per step 

2. All stations in each step always start to irrigate simultaneously 
3. Each station can have a different irrigation time. Time is always in multiples of 1 minute 
4. The controller does not advance to the next step until the station with the longest irrigation 

time has finished 
5. A step, which does not contain any stations, is simply skipped 
6. A step cannot contain duplicate stations 
7. A station can be added to multiple steps. In this case, the entered irrigation time gets divided 

over the number of steps in which the station can be found 

However, the following factors may restrict the desired number of stations that need to be added to 
a step: 

Electrical load factor For each station, the electrical load factor (See the Glossary on page 28) 
can be set. Setting the factor higher than 1 may restrict the number of the 
stations that can be added. For more details refer to the Load factor 
section on page 13 

 
Decoder type 

Only 1 station per CSG, using a Low Performance Decoder (LPD) can be 
added. See the Glossary on page 28) 

 

ECP 
Flow management 

Each step is flow managed (See the Glossary on page 28). This feature may 
restrict the number of the stations that can be added. When this occurs, 
you can try to find stations that: 

1. Have a lower water consumption to reduce the flow in the 
offending hydraulic zone(s) 

2. Have a lower water consumption to reduce the demand from the 
pump station 

3. Are located in another hydraulic zone. 

Later you will learn that step sequences and irrigation programs are kept separate for maximum 
flexibility. It is only when irrigation is scheduled that a program is combined with a step sequence and 
assigned a start time. 

Other ideas that can be applied using step sequences: 

 Soak cycles can be introduced by adding the same station to 2 or more non-consecutive steps. 
In this case, the station time gets divided over the number of steps. However, divided station 
times can only be in whole minutes.  
If the station time, divided by the number of steps, results in a fraction then the remainder is 
added to the first step. For example: 

1. A station needs to be watered for 5 minutes 
2. The station is found in 3 steps 

3. The step time equals "   "

"  "
= = 1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒. The result is always 

rounded down. In this case from 1.67 to 1 minute 
4. The remainder of the above division equals 2 minutes (5 − 1 × 3 = 2) 
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5. Therefore, the irrigation time for the first step equals 1 + 2 = 3 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠. The 2 
subsequent steps remain at 1 minute each, making a total irrigation time of 1 + 1 +

3 = 5 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 
Note that it is also possible to add a pre-water cycle to the scheduled irrigation program. 

 The pump ramping feature (See Preferences on page 14) is disabled when using a step 
sequence. Pump ramping can be simulated by gradually increasing the number of stations in 
each step at the start of the sequence. 

The procedure required to enter step sequences depends on your software edition. The following 2 
sections explain the procedure for both editions. 

 

Step sequences can also help to quickly convert a site using: 

 The SC3000.  
o This controller, together with the CDS and SC3000 3-wire decoders, were 

designed & manufactured by Bailoy but marketed by Toro ® 
 Watermation TW1 or TW2.  

o Many other irrigation controllers are using the same principle of operating a 
single station per electrical zone (CSG). In this case the stations in each CSG are 
irrigated in decoder number order. 

o Systems using one of these controllers are designed to always be able to irrigate 
any 4 stations. (One in each CSG). Consequently, any step sequence observing 
this requirement will work. You can tap the Create the master sequence 
button, located in the Step sequence editor screen, to instantly create the first 
working step sequence. 

 

 Entering step sequences for the Lite edition 
The EC-Lite database does not contain data related to hydraulics. Consequently, the user needs to 
consider: 

1. Which stations can be irrigated simultaneously. This is to ensure that for each step in the 
sequence: 

a. The pump capacity is not exceeded 
b. The flow in each area is sustainable, otherwise the coverage will be inadequate due 

to the pressure dropping too much 
2. The sequence in which the stations need to be irrigated 

A Master Step Sequence, see the Glossary on page 28, must be created. This can be done by selecting 
the sequence at the top of the list followed by tapping the Edit the selected sequence button to open 
the Edit sequence editor window. Now you have 2 options: 

 Manually. You can design your own sequence from scratch or change an existing sequence 
 By tapping the Create the master sequence button. A screen opens, titled Select how stations 

are to be ordered in each CSG, with the following 3 options: 
o Sort the stations in Hole sequence. The stations in each CSG are sorted per course, 

from hole 1 to 18, with the stations belonging to the first of possibly four courses first. 
o Sort the stations by decoder number. The stations in each CSG are sorted by decoder 

number. 
o Cancel. Return without making any changes 

This will create a sequence that irrigates 1 station at a time in each available CSG (Therefore 
a maximum of 4 stations are irrigating simultaneously). 

If the system replaces an SC3000, designed and manufactured by Bailoy, or a Watermation TW2 
controller, then typically the installer only needs to copy the sequence from the old controller saving 
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time when configuring the system. Your installer will ask you if that sequence was adequate or if that 
the sequence needs to be changed. 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Step sequences button 

 

 
Entering the step sequences for the Pro edition 

Step sequences are fully flow managed. This means that the system will ensure that during each step: 
 The set pump capacity cannot be exceeded 
 The flow set for each hydraulic zone cannot exceed the specified limit 

Attempting to add stations to a step, which would cause the hydraulics to be exceeded, will result in 
a message being displayed and the insertion is cancelled. 

It is highly recommended to ensure the Hydraulic configuration is entered correctly before adding 
stations to the step sequences. If at a later stage you lower hydraulic settings, then there is a risk that 
stations get removed from the sequence(s). 

The use of step sequences is optional. 

 

3. Tap the Configuration button 
4. Tap the Step sequences button 
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The Upgrade manager 

The Upgrade manager is used to unlock additional features and can only be accessed after the initial 
unlock is completed (See Updating and unlocking the software on page 4). 

The Upgrade manager offers 3 options: 

 Option  Description 

1 Unlock the Professional 
Edition 

ECL Upgrade the EC Lite software to the Pro edition, 
which unlocks flow management, water 
consumption records and email features 

 

Additional data must be entered after 
upgrading before the system can be used to 
irrigate 

 

2 Unlock the email features ECL Allows users of the Lite edition to: 

 Receive emails when certain errors occur, 
see the Reports section of the table 
Preferences on page 14 

 Email documents. See Email section of the 
table Preferences on page 14 

3 Unlock the remote-control 
features 

 Please contact Bailoy before requesting an unlock 
code. 

A screen will guide you through 5 screens to complete the unlock procedure: 

Page Description 

2 Tap the Detect hardware button. The software will try to communicate with the controller. The 
controller serial number is displayed when successful (Otherwise tap the Detect hardware 
button again). Tap the Next step > button 

4 This page displays the Unlock Request Key (URK). It has the following format: 
CCCCCC – VVV – FF – NNNNNNNNNN 

Where: 

 CCCCCC is the controller serial number 
 VVV is the software version number 
 FF is the selected feature 
 NNNNNNNNNN is a checksum value ensuring that the data is entered correctly once 

received by Bailoy 
Send your name and address details, together with the URK, to Bailoy. See the Bailoy chapter 
on page 24 for email address and telephone number. 
Leave the screen open and wait for Bailoy to return the Unlock Key, before tapping the Next 
step > button 

5 The final screen requires 3 steps: 
1. Tap the Enter the Unlock Key button to display a keyboard 
2. Use the keyboard to enter the 10-digit code and tap the OK button to dismiss the 

keyboard. If the incorrect code is entered a warning message is displayed and can alter 
the Key in case of a typing mistake 

3. Tap the Finish button to complete the unlock procedure 

 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Upgrade manager button 
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Calibration 

The controller must be calibrated in order to be able to start using the system to irrigate and run 
diagnostics. 

What is calibration? 

Imagine you need to fill a bowl with 200g of flour: 

 
1. Switch on the scales 
2. Put the empty bowl on the scales. The scale will show the weight of the bowl 
3. Press the Zero button. The display now shows a zero weight despite the weight of the empty 

bowl 
4. Fill the bowl with 200g of flour while the bowl remains on the scales 

The control cables buried on the site are like the empty bowl. However, the “weight” (Meaning the 
electrical characteristics) of the cables varies over time. The electric power consumed by the solenoids 
is like the weight of the flour. 

Step 3 in the above procedure is the equivalent of the calibration process therefore, calibration will 
only be correct when all solenoids in the system remain switched OFF during the process. 

Calibrating the controller 

The screen opens displaying the current calibration status: 

 The calibration value for each CSG. A notice to recalibrate is given when the value is outside 
the 15 to 25 range 

 A notice that the controller has not been calibrated before 

Note that only CSGs, for which stations are configured, can be calibrated. 

Tap the Calibrate button. The relays in the controller will energise at least 4 times. Two clicks can be 
heard each time the relays energise, one is louder than the other. The relays can energise between 4 
and 12 times. When the relays energise 5 or more times, it indicates that one or more CSGs may have 
cable problems. 

 

Technicians must check the decoder standby current in each CSG with a clamp meter 
before calibration. Therefore, technicians cannot ask you to recalibrate (During a remote 
session) unless a clamp meter is available. 
If calibration must be done, i.e. when a database is put on a new tablet, the test must be 
redone when a clamp meter is available. 

 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Calibrate the controller button 
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Testing the controller hardware 

The primary objective of this test is to check the controller hardware and control cables. The most 
important tests are: 

1. Checking the communication between the built-in computer hardware and the output 
circuitry 

2. CSG fuse check. Each CSG has a separate fuse 
3. Control fuse check. Each controller uses one fuse to protect the auxiliary circuits. 

A second control fuse protects all the electronics. If this one has blown then all indicators are 
off and a controller test cannot be performed 

4. Control cable checks 
5. Internal controller hardware check 

Tap the Start the test button to commence the test. Use the  and  buttons to scroll through the 
test results, while the Email button is used to email the results. 

 

Ensure the controller is correctly calibrated. Recalibrate the controller if in 
doubt. See the Calibrating the controller chapter on page 21 

 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Test the controller hardware button 
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The Decoder Analyser  

The Gemini EC can be made to work with different types of 2-wire decoders, namely Gemini and 
LPDs. See the Glossary on page 28 for a definition of LPDs. In order to operate the different decoder 
types connected to the same cable, the controller needs to test and check each decoder to establish 
the correct type. This process is called decoder analysing. 

 

The Decoder Analyser is NOT designed to be used as a tool to test stations. For this reason, the 
Decoder Analyser option is found in the Setup screen and not in the Diagnostic screen. 

Using the Decoder Analyser, with all decoders already analysed, may leave the configuration 
non-operational when the system fails to detect 1 or more decoders. It will also irreversibly 
change your database. Your irrigation programs, logbooks etc will have data related to these 
stations removed. 
Furthermore, diagnostic features do not show these stations anymore. Which is unhelpful 
when trying to repair the stations. 
Use the station diagnostic features detailed in User Guide GTI-PM-017 to test stations. 

Tap the Options button on the main screen to select one of the following 4 options: 

1. Analyse a specific range of decoders. 
Select this option when one or more decoders have been replaced, but the decoder numbers 
remained the same. After tapping the OK button, you will be required to enter the decoder 
range. 

2. Analyse all unknown decoders. 
This option is only available when: 

o New stations have been added 
o Decoder numbers for existing stations have changed 

Select this option when new stations have been added. 
3. Regard all unknown decoders as Low Performance Decoders. 

This option may be used in order to skip potential problems while the system is being installed 
(Not all decoders yet connected, etc.). However, do not forget to re-analyse all stations when 
the installation is complete. In this case option 4 must be used (Analyse all decoders) 

4. Analyse all decoders. 
This option analyses the decoder belonging to each station found in the database, including 
any decoders that were previously successfully analysed. 

Tap the OK button to close the Decoder Analyser options screen. Now tap the Start analysing button. 
Analysing will take some time to complete. 

Check the list of Analysed stations on completion. Pay particular attention to stations that were not 
found or had the associated decoder classified as LPD. Tap the Email button to send the results to your 
Inbox. 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Decoder analyser button 
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Checking the database 

Most changes cannot be checked until all the configuration screens are closed. For this purpose, the 
Check Database screen opens when the Exit configuration button is tapped. The Check button must 
be tapped when important changes have been made to the database. A checklist will be shown once 

the checking is complete. Use the  and  to select individual messages. The area below the 
checklist may give additional information about the selected message, which may be a helpful 
suggestion as to what you need to do to solve a given problem. 

The Close button can be tapped, instead of the Check button, when the configuration has not changed 
sufficiently. This will skip the process of checking the database. This is indicated by a green coloured 
Close button. 

The software attempts to create a database backup after a non-operational database is successfully 
checked. A message relating to the backup can be found in the checklist. This backup is stored on a 
memory card that can be removed from the tablet. 

The database can also be automatically emailed to Bailoy for safe keeping (See Preferences on page 
14). 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Exit configuration button 

 

 

Emailing reports 

Two different reports can be emailed: 

1. Station Configuration 
2. Hydraulic Configuration 

This screen is unavailable until the email details have been entered, see the Email section on page 
Error! Bookmark not defined.. 

ECP and also for ECL provided the Email option is unlocked. 

 

1. Tap the Configuration button 
2. Tap the Email reports button 

 

 

Bailoy contact details and website 

Contact information 

Contacting Bailoy: 

 By email. The address is support@bailoy.com 
 By phone. The number is 0208 897 0125 (Or +44 208 897 0125 when dialling from outside the 

UK) 

The Bailoy website 

 For general information use www.bailoy.com 
 Or navigate to www.bailoy.com/resources for information about the products 
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Appendix A. Application rate formulae 
 

For a long time, the application rates have been calculated with the help of some basic formulae, 
which are sometimes called the Industry Standard Formulae. These are only given an approximation 
of the actual value. The formulae can be found in Table 8. Table 7 explains the symbols used in these 
formulae: 

Symbol Description Unit 
Pr Application rate mm/Hour 
F Flow for a single head Litre/Minute 
D Distance between heads Metre 
H Distance between rows Metre 
S Distance between scallops Metre 

ARC Degrees of arc is the arc of the spray 
pattern for the selected sprinkler 
formation: 

 Full circle equals 360 Degrees 
 Half circle equals 180 Degrees 
 Any other arc in the range 1 to 

359 Degrees 

Degrees 

Table 7 

Standard formations 

Type Formation Formula 
Triangular 

 

ARCxHxD

xF 21600
Pr   

Rectangular 

 

ARCxHxD

xF 21600
Pr   

Inline 

 

ARCxSxD

xF 21600
Pr   

Table 8 
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The industry standard formula to calculate the application rate for a 15m by 15m rectangular area, 
using 4 heads with a flow of 100Litre/Minute and an arc set to 160 Degrees, is: 

hrmm
xx

x

ARCxHxD

xF
/60

1601515

2160010021600
Pr   

The flow for the given sprinkler head can be found in the manufacturer’s datasheet. For normal heads 
the flow depends on: 

 The fitted nozzle type(s) (Many manufacturers use colour coded nozzles) 
 The selected pressure (Set by a control on the housing of a pressure regulated valve-in-head 

sprinkler or valve). Use the pressure set for the pump system (Or use a pressure gauge) for 
systems without pressure regulating heads or valves. 

Contact the supplier of the sprinkler head if in doubt. 

Drip irrigation 

The symbols used in the formulae for drip irrigation are: 

Symbol Description Unit 
TF Total flow of all emitters Litre/Minute 
TE Total emitters connected to the line - 
FE Flow for a single emitter Litre/Minute 
Pr Application rate mm/Hour 
DE Distance between emitters Metre 
DD Distance between drip lines Metre 

Total flow: FExTETF   

Application rate: 
DDxDE

xFE 60
Pr   
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Contact the supplier of the drip line if in doubt. 

 

Appendix D. Connecting to a Wi-Fi network 

Swipe down from the right-hand side of the display towards the centre. This opens the Charms bar: 

 

1. Tap the Settings icon ( ). The bottom half of the bar expands to show more options 
2. Tap the Wi-Fi icon ( ) 
3. Ensure the Wi-Fi slider button is set to ON 
4. The Networks section opens. The available Wi-Fi networks are listed. Tap the required 

wireless network name 
5. Tick or clear the Connect automatically box depending on how you wish to connect 

to the wireless network. Normally you would leave this box ticked 
6. Tap the Connect button and enter the Network security key (Password) 
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Glossary 
 

Phrase or word Description 
AUTO-Diagnostics 

ECP 

A cycle optionally executed at the start of a scheduled irrigation program. 
During this cycle all stations, for which an irrigation time can be found in the 
program, get tested in quick succession. Any errors detected during the cycle 
are recorded in the Error! Reference source not found.. 

CSG Sometimes known as an electrical zone, control cable or cable path. GTI EC 
controllers have 2, 3 or 4 CSGs. Trident systems use 3-core cables, while 
Gemini uses 2-core cables. 

Electrical load factor This is a GTI expression to indicate the electrical power consumption of a 
station. 
Each CSG can supply a maximum electrical load factor of 4. By default, each 
station has the electrical load factor set to 1. This allows 4 stations to operate 
simultaneously in the CSG. 

Flow management 

ECP 
A method which ensures that the demand for water on the entire site is 
never exceeded. 
For this purpose, GTI-EC requires the site to be divided into distinct sections 
(Hydraulic zones), where all sections are supplied from one pump station. 
The Hydraulic configuration (See page 10) is used to enter flow limits for the 
areas and also the maximum pump capacity. 

LPD LPD stands for Low Performance Decoder. For GTI EC systems LPDs only 
apply to 2-wire decoders. The main reason to call these LPD is that these 
decoders only allow the system to irrigate one station per CSG (Unlike 
Gemini, which allows 4 decoders to operate simultaneously in each CSG). 
There are 2 distinct groups of decoders designated as LPD: 

1. All versions of the original Watermation 2-wire decoders. 
Watermation always installed these decoders in combination with 
a TW2 controller. 

2. Decoders produced by third-parties. These companies claim that 
their decoders are Watermation compatible. 

Bailoy highly recommend that LPDs used in Gemini systems are replaced 
with genuine Gemini decoders as soon as possible, because they degrade 
the system performance and compromise quality. 

Systems still waiting to be upgraded to GTI benefit greatly by already 
replacing (faulty) LPDs with Gemini decoders. 

The system can operate the following decoders simultaneously in each CSG: 

 One to four Gemini decoders 

 One, two or three Gemini decoders + one LPD 

 One LPD 
Step sequence A step sequence describes the order in which stations are irrigated. This 

order is set by the user. Stations can be added at multiple locations (Steps) 
in the sequence, in which case the required station time gets divided over 
the number of steps. The sequence can consist of only a fraction of all 
stations found in the database. See the Step sequences section on page 17 
for more details. 

Master step sequence 

ECL 

A master step sequence is a special case of a step sequence. It describes the 
order, in which all the stations found in the database, are irrigated when a 
scheduled program is running. 
The master sequence is used to calculate the duration of the Standard 
Irrigation Programs (SIPs), which can contain an irrigation time for all 
stations found in the configuration. 
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